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SUPERSTITIONS DIE HARD
Mr. Henry Eaton writes from California:
"I am not a British sympathizer. My ancestors fought to
liberate themselves from the British in 1776. But as far as I can
see from what I read in the papers it would be more harmful than
beneficial if Britain got out of India. I do not mean to infer that
India could not govern herself, although I cannot but see that
such an attempt would be very arduous at the present time. But
if Britain gets out of India, who is going to keep the Russians or
any other nation out? Certainly India, from all I can learn of
her, has no adequate army to protect herself.
But perhaps you would prefer Russian masters to English.
Russia is waiting there at the Khyber pass. Russia understands
the East. Her people are a mingling of the occidental and the
oriental. But Russia has Western culture. Any relation India could
have with her would have to be subordinate. Personally I am
not antagonistic to Russia. Her war against Capitalism is the great
hope of Western civilization. Here in America, our greatest capitalist,
Henry Ford, realizes the inevitability of an equitable distribution
of wealth. But Russia as master of India does not particularly appeal
to me. With Russians master India would lose her identity as a
culture. With England India has always retained that identity.
Perhaps you do not fear the Russian menace as much as we
of the Western world. In America many of us are sure that once
Britain is out of India, Russia will step in. We cannot visualize
the India of the present, the India with her caste system and her
primitive methods of manufacture and agriculture, defending
herself against Western invasion. You have no national organiza-
tion for protection. There is no unity in India. Unity has been
essential to the rise of Western culture and civilization. There
also~seems to be no progress, as we look on progress in the West,
in India. You yourself advocate the return to the old methods
of weaving. Have you, with your great intelligence, no realization
of the inevitability of change, of moving forward?
You cannot go back from old age to childhood. How then
can you go back from enlightened methods of weaving to un-
enlightened methods and hope to gain anything? While you work
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